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•

HE NEW

iest

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn
Territory
VOLUME SEVENTEEN

Ft LTON, KENTUCKY FRIDAY J1NE 25,
1948

'Women Make Use
Phone Rates July 16- Of Club Lessons

N
Reason: Increasing Costs
ew

Pauline Waggener At
UK For Graduate Work

NUMBER TWENTYSLIL

No Outlet For Draft Elipibles
Belter Kiss The Boys Goodbye

homemakers club memThe many friends of popular
bers in Fultoq county profited Miss Pauline Waggener
daughby their study of home furnish- ter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. A. Wagings the past year is sten in re- gener of Crutchfield
, will be hap.
ports made to Home Agent Ber- py to learn that she
has enteitha Corbitt McLeod. Included ed the summer session
Additional Revenue Is Imperative For Good
at the
were 115 slipcovers and 176 glass University of Kentucky
to do
curtains made, 247 windows giv- graduate work on her
Service In Kentucky, Manager Says
master's Dale Cummings Wins
en new treatment, 240 pairs of degrees in vaeational
and home First In Horse
Show
curtains bought. 125 pairs of econnmics.
1Special Applications
Pointing Out that additional
draperies bought or made, 250
muezzosaarrix
Dale Cummings, son of Mr.
Miss Waggener teaches home
rermono--iii-4inpowitive to good L
o f acelw
sories purchased and 26 rugs economicsCriteFfie-Td. She and Mrs. Bonnie Cumuli-Figs of
Speeial
application
What the newly enacted draft act's "loophole"
forms and 16 table or chair mats hook- graduated
service in- Kentucky, the South(an opportunity
from
Murray State Dukedom won first prize in the for men to
have
been
received at the Round- ed.
join the National Guard and other active reserves)
ern Bell Telephone Company
three-gaited class for amateurs
College in 1941.
and
evoid
house
for
the draft will have on the hundreds of men in
railroad
employees
has filed new schedules of rates
in the horse show at McKenzie,
eligible for conscription was investigated yesterday Fatten county
with the State Public Servie.e membership in the Blue Cross
Tenn., last Friday night.
by
a
News
reporter. In a discussion with Joe Treas, Commander
Commission to become effective Hospital plan, it was learned toof the
Dale was riding his favorite of Foreign Wars and
James Warren, Commander af the VeteransJuly 16 under the provisions of day. Members of the railroad
American
horse, Beauty Spot.
Legion it appeared that the chances are slim that
may insure their families at a
the eligibles in
State statutes,
this territory can escepe conJ. M. McAlister, Kentucky cast . of $1.50 a month. slightly
scription, since there is little
Manager. announced that the re- less than the ,amount charged in
Sold ... To IC Club
The most spectacular air show day afternoon will be Sen. Tom
hope that a National Guard unit
pricirtg of service is required to other groups for the same preever
to
Two
be
held in this area is Stewart, for whom she field has
can be organized here tIt was
Warning Signs
meet today's costs and assure a tection due to the fact that the
promised
spectators
wits) attend been named in recognition of sigHer voice sounded like the reliably learned thet Martin and
financially sound company cap- plan only covers the subecriber's
the Second Annual Obion County nal service rendered by him
cheery greeting of a friend in Union City, Tenn., are. :n the
able of rendering the kind
to
of spouse and his children, since he Air Show
to
be
held
process of signing up men for
at
Tom the county in acquiring drairdeed.
service
Kentucky needs
and is already covered by accident Stewart Airfield,
five miles east port property from •he Lderal
insurance carried by the I. C.
"Miz Editor, we've been read- membership in the organized Nawants.
of Union City on the Martin government as war serpiee.
ing about the. terrible trouble tional Guard units teeree
k He revealed that the Cone- Railroad.
Sometime ago there was some
Other national state. and !oral
Blue Cross has informel the highway, on Sunday June 27.
the truck drivers have been havpany's activities for continued
Here's
a chance for the girls in
A full program of outstanding dignitaries will take part in the
ing with that viaduct, so we want agitation by veteran leaders to
good and expanding service have I. C. employees here that if 75
Fulton
county
to make the rest
secure a National Guard unit for
se
to rIveitcey°c
utokbn sw gtohiantg tthoe
required expenditure of about percent, or 300, of the eligible aetivities has been lined up for dedicatory ceremonies, which are of the world mighty
envious
$20,000.000 for eonstruction of members subscribe to the plan the day by committees of the slated to occupy some 39 !Tamales that they do not live in
p t uCp. Fulton County, but the inabilithis neck two signs to
warn of the 10 feet, ty to find a suitable building far
new facilities in the 2 1-2 year:, the one-year waiting period for Obion County Flying Club, spon- oaviding parts of what is plan- of the woods .,. .
where grov,s six-inch ceiling."
an armory squashed the entussince January I. 1946. and Oust pre-existing conditions and ma- sors of the annual event. with ned as the greatest display of the finest ladino
clover
and
Just like that, Mary Alice iasm. The guard requires that a
an additional $50,000 000 of new ternity eases will be waived. Or- spectators to be treated to a nev- aerial showmanship ever to be Kentucky 3) Fescue,
the
finest
er-ending
procession of items of brought to this sectiee of the
building be furnished with amconstruction will be required he dinarily an employee cannot recattle in the Nation . . . and Clark, clerk to the General Fore- ple
floor space for drilling in the
man of the Illinois Central volthe next few years. The State ceive the benefit of paid hospit- entertainment interest as the state.
goodness
knows
the
fairest
spotlight
dam.
swings
from the Army's
Chief among the iterns of inunteered to settle a problem, that event the weather make it necesManager emphasized, however,' lization for one-year after the
sels
in
all
the
land.
latest-type
jet
fighter
planes
sary that regular drills be held
to terest in the line ef airplane.s is
that containuing this improve- date of the policy, if he is known
The College of Agriculture and has been a constant hazara for
many months. Miss Clark is an In-doors. Mr. Warren reported
ment and expansion work de- to have an existing condition for the precision maneuvers of Na- expected to be the appearance of Home Economics,
University
tional
Guard
of
and
Navy
groups
air
a
flight of four of the U. S. Air
enthusiastic member of the I. C. yesterday that he had been inpends upon the Company's earn- which hospitilization is necesls of Force's latest-type jet fighter Kentucky, has been notified that Service Club, of which H. I. formed by the State Adjutant of
ings being sufficient to attract sary, or .if his wife is in need of to the spinKentucky
has been included in
America's fi
lc ar- planes--the famed P-80 "Shootmaternity care.
Cheatham is the efficient presi- the National Guard that even if
-the necessary new capital.
_ sera m ing Star." These planes will fly a search for 4-H club girls to dent.
such quarters were available the
If the necessary number of em- tists end w
Only Emergency Rate Relief
appear
in
a Hollywood moving
state department could hardly
ployees join the plan will be to be highlighted by the iedica- to Union City from tsheir WashProvided in 1347
picture
called
"The Green ProstThe signs will be erected on pay the utility bill,
tory ceremonies for the Obion ington, D. C. base onthe. day of
so depleted
The telephone rates in ef- put into effect immediately upise."
Any
4-H
club girl between the bridge near the Coca-cola is the state National
County airfield.
the show and plan to ritual there
Guard Treesfect in Kentucky today AP the on receipt of the application.
Principal speaker for the dedi- after their appearance at etc loc- the ages of 11 and 13 may enter. Bottling Co.,an d at the curve on ury.
The
whole
contingent
plan
is
emergency rates established by
Blanks can be had from home Lake street near Smith's Cafe.
cation ceremony at 3 o'clock Sun- al field's dedication.
Even with the National -Guard
the Public Service Commission upon the railroad company I ademonstration agents and coun The plans are to have them paintlast year after Southern Bell had
ty agents. Applicants must be ed with an aluminum background in the midst of a recruiting drive
to
secure
requested only partial relief on
271,000 National
in by July I.
and red letters for easy visibiliGuardsmen by June 30, the men
an emergency basis. The emerg.
The News is urging County ty both night and day.
of Fulton county will have no
ency rates were not intended er
Agent John Watts to round up
(A box car of orchids to the
such opportunity to escape the
expected to provide the earnings
the applications and mark them
ed
os
f)the Service Club
draft by joining the Guard since
needed for a sound telephone
"Fulton County," then the judg- g°°d f°thlkes
Trainmaster H. A. Rust Says Disnzissals
the organization of a unit herecompany capable of continuing
es need seek no further for their
seems impossible at the moment.
on with good and dependable
heroine.
Result From ICC Investigation
FROk.pEecviefinesthto
ha
uftimen
service, Mr. McAlister said.
the
f9 d
thraft
All members of the local train said: "Disciplinary action has
He continued: •'In addition to
AN ACRE
crew that figured in tne train been taken with, the it embers of
drafted for ta year, Ibily-ye
the fact that only emergence reear
• (thrust r. et Nivea Tenn.. on June tire local 1 er.-.v01
1 4Pre fuernd
Ilef was involved last year, the' Fulton County lost one of RI 15 have been dismiesed as a
re- at fault al developed by-the in'
I
NVER
7sost
beloved
et.
respected
and
tutting
Ie. di!
fclk A year's serve.* and
earnings under those rates hatIe
sult of negligence. offic;als of the vestigation."
th; en joining the reserves.
been lowered by continued cost teens when R. NT. Hetet., 73. elk! i Illinois Central Railroad reportThree men, Lester Newton,
at
the
Jonee
Clinic
at
5.15
The
Wed
Wbite House announced
increases. Even with last year's
ed today.
W. F. Bar'd of Fultoa and H. T.
morning.
Mr. Belew
Monday that President Truman
rate increases, revenue increeses nesclav
Complete
investigatio
n
the
of
Douglas
of
Memph's lest their
will not sign the Draft Bill imsince 1939 have not kept pace counted his friends by his ac- eecident that resulted in the Sis. livee
in the disaster which wreck•
A 45-acre field of Ky. 31 fes- mediately,
with the increases in expenses, nuaintairves and no jets WAS too missals v,.as held in Paducah- on
ed
box
22
cars
and
two engines
revenues now being 149 percent lifficult for him to attempt for T
The President's delay lent enAs an extra added attraction. cue and ladino clover seeded in
• tt n1 d by two offic- and did an untold amount of damd ..
1946 has made approximately eouragement to a countre-wide
above 1939 and expenses 182 per his friends and his community.' ials of the Interstate Commerce
we have secured the talents
age
to
eargo
railroa.1
and
of
propI.ong a public figure in the poeS350 an acre in seed, pasture ana rush of men 19-through-25 to enesent.
Bobby DelRio, accordionist
Commission, representatives of erty.
fo7 hay for Ode. Mullins of Hickman list in
the National Guard and
. "The overall a:feet of all face sal Se:Vice until he retired in the various labor
the musical portion of the
One
hundred
oeganizatio
twe.nty.fou
and
pror
ne
1934. he served as chairman of
eram to be held at the First county. Until 1945, his land had otter reserves and thus essape
tore ;s that Southern Belds
which
service
years
the
to
of
men
belonged
comwith
the
and
board din mg World
Methodist Church on Tuesday never produced more than 38 bu- conscription. Thousands were exearnings in Kentucky at present the draft
sleets of corn per acre. The field pected to sign up.
War II. In that diffiault capacity division officials of the radioed. pany was terminatel when the ...Tune 29, 7:30.
are running much too low to atander the auspices.
When
interviewed
men
involved
dismissals
tne
in
this
mornwith
was one of four visited by 400
of the church and Veterans
A provision in the 31-inonth
tract the capital needed to keep hi- discharged his duties
.
'
F
,
their
1
passes
.
and
turned
t.
in
t
a
other
Hadfarmers on an inspection tour of' Draft
fairness and keen judgement.
pital Programs sponsors of
esempts meat Who join
the company Wend and the sereequipment.
master
of
the
the
Kentucky
Division
I
'-'
pastures under the _guidance of , active reserves,
Funera1 serv1ces were held
program satd today.
before it necarnes
ice ood and dependable. The!
Farm Agent Warren Thon.n3011. law. Citlei throughout the counafternoon fi•om. th
yesterday
••••••••••
••••••••.
,
.
1...L•1111P
.•
.110
re
present earnings are only about
Bobby
DelRio
was
a
member
OAK
Central Church of Christ. BurOther farms vieited were these trywirieitpeorii
a
teo
dusperosN:
rcertu
erce:
tive
2.9 pereent on the mill ion of
pe
e i
5
.
Of Ibt.syery fiset tinit of enter 1 el
Mrs. B. G. LOWtv
ial was in Rock Springs cernes
H. D. Hilliard, L. 111. "'tinning. lin;ng up at armories.
dollars invested in telephone fatainera
to
and
Mr.
Mrs.
'DT-yr!
go
Under'' to ham and O. W. Martin.
R. S. Gossum and
tery.
providing
service
cilities
in the
entertain our boys on the fightboys, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jack.
"The entire toaaa' SElitt. Mf'CriRr!fi
state."
tr. Ilea; refas el comment
ing field. For eighteed months,
eon. Mr, and Mrs. Roy Sullivan
Adequate Earnings Are In
Thompsen,
"was an excellent or. reports that NT:.. Truntait
Bobbydodged
. the worst the Japs
and fareilly, Mrs. Owen Jackson
. Interest Of Best Service
could throw in order to bring his demonstratioti 6f what eail be wciala delay his signature the frill
and Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry
By Alice Clark
It was pointed out that adesoothing music to the boys W:lere done in Western Kentucky and 1 I cays allowsi him in osier to
and son were Sunday dinrur
quate earnings work in the inthey needed the relaxation most what is to be expected in a few rseinit National. Guard recruitguest of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Low
years. This combination (fescue tr,n' to continee
terest of the best service. Said
—under the tension of battle
ry. Mr. Marshall Lowry and Mi.
and Wino clover) is doing won.
It leas reporte i liov'ever, that
Mr. McAlister:
Father of R. E. Hyland and Mrs. Elza Lowry- visited Hello folks, here we are a- The shrapnel
wound in Bobby's aers for
us, putting the Purchase tas President favored letting the
"This state is one of the fastgain with the Roundhouse Round- heel is proof that he
Sunday afternoon.
didn't dodge region on a
Fulton;
Of
Was
Retired
tissue
sound livestock basest-growing. and in order to keep
benefit frora the draft act's'
Mrs. Jean Morris spent NVed- up and believe me it's really too well.
recognition of his
'ace eeleole."
pace, ae progressive state like
Funeral services were held nesday afternoon with Mrs. At- hot here at the roundhouse. I ,eourageous work. he received n is that we need so badly." •
47
Kentueky
requires continued this morning from the St. Josdon' believe these wives know citation for "meritorious
tie Mae Morris.
service'
.
good service constantly improv- eph's Catholic Church in MayLee Olive is a patient at the how hot it is and how hard these from Washington.
HELLO WORLD
ed, kept modern and enlarged in field for J. B. Hyland, 75, who
boys out here have to work to
keeping with needs in the state. nassed away at his tome after a Bushart Hospital bid %is lenprov- buy their wives powder, lipstick
Mr. Delttks is leaving the Nee'
ing rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. L. Grooms
This can be accomplished only lingering illness. The deceased
York stage to help Veterans Hos/qrs. Allene Lowry and Mrs. and rouge to look pretty.
announce the birth of a seven
It our rates are such as w 11 bear was the father of R. E. (Bob)
pital Programs in their work be•
Mary
pound six ounce son, James LoNell
Gnssum
and
boys
all the costs, including adequate Hyland of this city.
cause of the memories he has of
spent Friday with Mrs. Onia Lowwell Grooms Jr., born June 20
earnings to attract the necessary
our soldiers' courage and faith.
Mr. Hyland had been an em- ry anci family.
Did you ever hear of the
at the Fulton Hospital.
Preparations are in the makcapital.
The
ployee of the I .C. Railroad for
program
features
the tal,ing for the third annual
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckelt "Conscience Fund" the U. S
KenIn commenting on the new more than 45 yeers until his reents
of
Mildred
Young,
graduate
Treasury in Washington has?
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Fulcher Tenn Amateur golf tournarnent
rates, Mr. F. H. Riddle stated tirement several years ago. As and Sue spent Saturday night
Well the fund started when a of the Juilliard School of Music are the parents of five pound to be staged Sunday July lath
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
that the telephone exchanges in section foreman working out cf
conscious stricken citizen sent in in New York and Pat B. With- eight ounce son,. Donald Wayne., over at the Fulton Country Clue
the state have been grouped ac- Mayfield where he had lived Pug Puckett.
Mrs. Louise-Olive and chil- 5250 explaining that he had got. row, Jr., National Director of born June 20 at Haws Hospital. "Best Fairways in the South."
cording to the number of tele- most of his life, he has rnany
Veterans Hospital Programs, and
The first meet only drew 55
phones available for local con- friends in Fulton among the rail- dren visited Mrs. Wanda Bow- ten the money illegally and hop- speaker
and lecturer. Mr. Witehis
ed
conssience
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Carl- players from West Kentucky and
would
cease
to
den
Tuesday
afternoon.
nection without toll charge and road employees „who will regret
row
will
West
tell
dramatic storiee of ton, Route 3 announce the birth
Tennessee but the second
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morris and trouble Elm with the return of
a rate erhedule established for to learn of his passing.
his experience in
the
Army of twins. a five pound eight event had 71players . This year
each group to apply to all the exHe is survived by his widow, family spent Sunday with Mrs. the ill-gotten gain. Sometime camps, Naval bases and hospitals
they
plan
to have as many as last
ounce girl. Joyce Gale, and a
thereafter the Treasury received
changes of the group. Mr. Riddle four sons and one daughter: Flob j Effie Morris of Bell City.
seven pound two ounce boy. R0V- year.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bradkarb and a package containing $30.000 in during the past five years.
stated that the new monthly of Fulton, Charles and Bernard
The public is cordiary invited ce Dale, born June 20 at Haws
Last year's winner was Ray
rates for exchanges in this area of Birmingham, Joseph of Cov- children of Pontiac, Mich., Mr. currency. This was accompanied
teot
s aotfteonudr tdittissebriaeld
Andrus of Mayfield who shot a
ly vienteth
rse
tedr: Hospital.
nsinA
are: Fulton,
ington, Ky. and Mrs. Robert Tay- and Mrs Murray Yates also of by an anonymous message to the
blazing 69 on long course. WinPontiac, 'Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, effect that the bills had been
Btilltiess one party
$6.00 lor of Mayfield. Several grand- Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wray, ner for ttte first year was
mission is free.
and Jimmie stolen.
a
Business two party
$5.25 children also survive.
Dresden,
Route
local
4 are the parboy, Harry Richards whas
Burial was in St. Joseph's Allen and Mr. and Mrri. Harry
Business four party
$4.50
the
Of
hundreds
ents
of
of
other
Came
a
unseven
in
with a hot 71. Both will
Yates visited Mr. and Mrs. Wilpound three
Business Rural
$3.25 cemetery in Mayfield.,
ounoe son, Ronald Lynn, born be in the event again this year
lie Yates and faintly Saturday signed communications received
Residence one party ..._
$3.011
Group
Returns
From
throughout
the
years
June
one
20
at
conFulton
trying
afternoon.
to
Hospital.
repeat and regardiese
The Michigan folks
Residence two party
$2.50 TO MEMBERS OF the Hicismantained 2 cent: as compensation
of who enters these two boy*
Tnp To Southern States Mr.
Fulton counties' Rural Electric are vacationing and California is
Residence four party
$2.25
for a pen point taken from a post
and Mrs. W. A. Robert- will be hard to beat.
their
destination.
Co-operative Corporation: H.C.
'Residence rural
$2.00
Mrs. Harry Murphy of Fulton son announee the birth of a sevoffice. An ex-GT sent in $20 for
This year the event will be PM
Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleton
Schimmel tendered his resigthe the 30 gallons of gasoline and Mrs. Mary Whayne McCloy en pound two ounce son. Charles off a little differently than it has
nation to the Board of Direc- Major Billy Roberts, Mrs. RobMrs.
and
Zanarda
Turk of Bard- Rugene born June 20 at Fulton
the K rations and the 15 cakes of
t has been before. Players will
tors June 15, 1948, etre:live erts and children, Richard and
BOWERS COMMUNITY
i
well, Ky., have returned from a Hospital.
be required to play a qualifyRebecca spent Wednesday with soap he had removed from an Southern
July
1st,
1948,
to
enter
into
trip.
They visited in
TO MEET
Army supply depot and a worker
ing round and finish the nine
private business. Mr. Schim- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates.
Meridian, Miss., Chumuckla, Fla.
Mr.an ri Mrs. Nathan Wood• holes before 12:30 p. m. so that
Members of the Bowers ComTerry Mar Olive has return- on a wartime government proj- and
mel's resignation was accepted
Mobile,
where
Ala.
they
vis- ruff Dukedom, are the parents they can be seeded in the 18 holes
frt returned $50 because he had
munity will meet at the home of
by the board and this is to ed home after spending e few
loafed a week and thought it un- ited the beautiful Bellingrath of a seven pound M ounce daugh- of medal. play of the afternoon_
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Owens on
notify you that Harold Ever- days with his uncle and aunt, Mr.
Garden,
from
there
they
went
ethical to retain the pay he had
ter, M3ry Helen born June 21 at
This year's first prize will aFridays July 2, club leaders anett will be acting manager un- and Mrs. E. C. Lowry.
down the' coast to New Orleans, the Fulton Hospital.
received for that week.
Zain be a handsome YMBC tronounced today.
til a permanent appointment
Sunday afternoon guest of Mr.
13aton Rouge, La., Vickburg and
phy, anethe second prize will
The program will be conduct.
is made. Mr. Everetes tele- and Mrs. Harold Carr were Mr.
All of which shows what
a Natchez, Miss., and Memphis,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Coltharp, be a $25 Victory Bond. There will
ed by Mies Helmes the NOMP
phone number is 182-Ft, Hick- and Mrs. Robert Emerson of guilty conscience will do to some Tertn. They
were
accompanie
Route
d
2,
announce
Wingo
the be 20 blind prizes scattered thru
Demonstration Agent and a large
man, Kentucky. (signeci• Hick- Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Jim people. But even the hard boiled from Florida
by Mrs. Murphy's birth of a 10 pound son, Step- out the event giving all golferi
ntttndance Is urged.
man-Fulton Counties R.E.C.C., Raines, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carr sirtner is not without guilt feel- son Shannon
who has been teach- hen Duane. born 1:25 p.
a fair chance to capture some'
June
H. P. Clack, President.
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson. I
(Continued oa page natl..... ing school in Chumuckla,
worthwhile prize.
22 at Haws Hospital.
•

ABSENCE OF NATIONAL GUARD UNIT HERE
LEAVES NO-CHOICEIUTINUEAR SERVICE

19.90
RUSHART
years.
wreck there
agic scene to
ock" Newton,
tom railroad
re area hauled masses of
found Wed ed and crushf burning box
directly
ed
n. It was rei cleared the
g on the plat :hen the care
into the air
the debrie
dent the tank
eping gasoline
n terric fire
munity. Fire
m South Fulother nearbykeep the control. Approxi
from the railmmediate acsckage of the
ines that fig-

sk settled on
to partiala)rne story of
on that the
, cresote pole;
-ned as a seenge to the famHose who loet
ece of Amer:-

acees of Kv
ed in Balla: i

,•••••••....1
S
•
•
•
•
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•
•

ive the

ather's

,
71, B. HYLAND DIES
AFTER LONG ILLNESS
7-

1ERWN,

•

.
1 95 up
up

nerson

201

fil:rpTaT :eerniP,r(Viiede=: DISCIPLINARY ACTION TAKEN IN CASER. ft BELEW
OF CREW MEMBERS IN RIVES DISASTER
RITES HELD
YESTERDAY

HEROINE NEEDED FOR
HOLLYWOOD; LET'S
SHOW 'EM UP

BOBBY DELRIO TO 4350
AND FESCUE
BE FEATURED AT f
M HICKMAN COUNT'',
METHODIST CHURCH

paur

n way,

i.95

SECOND ANNUAL AIR SHOW TO THRILL
HUNDREDS AT UNION CITY ON SUNDAY

4.

oun ouse
Round-Up

THIRD KEN-TENN
GOLF PLAY NEAR

v
Friday, June 25, 1941; .
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'Homemakers Club
Meets At Lodgeston

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy LeWiS
Stroud and Mrs. Howard Powell
served a sandwich plate to 24 'and son. Mark, are visiting her
members and two visitors, Miss- mother, Mrs. W. H. Purcell on
es Janet Verhines .and Joan Mc- Jackson street.
Clanahan who assisted in serv—
.n
I Nirs. Regnald Johnson has returned to her home in Memphist
i.fter a visit to her mother, Mrs
J. L. Buckingham.

The Victory Homemakers Club
, met at Lodgeston School for an
afternoon meeting on June 15 at
2:00 with Mrs. H. P. .Roberts.
chairman, presiding. After the
, meeting was called to order the
devotional . was given by
, Joe Homra of Bristow, Okla ,
T. E. Williamson who actedNirris
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. K.
treasurer.
anff
secretary
Homra and family.
memall
by
answered
call was
present
visitors
three
with
bers
R. A. Owen is*.a. patient in
g
Mrs. T. E. Williamson, IT ss( s
"If Kentucky is to provide jobs Haws Hospital.
Jessie Wefilp and Katherine Wil- for its labor supply. new industry
liamson. The ininutes of the list is essential,
Dr. and Mrs. Gene POC of
"Commissionar of
meeting and ,the treasurer's re- Economic Security
Vego
E. Clinton. Ky., will arrive in Fulport were read and accepted.
ton to make their home. They
Barnes declared today.
Plans were made for the club
"Important gains have been will live in'the home of her parto meet at the lovely home of rnade in this respect during the ents, :Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Alexi-imMrs, Rey -TaylOr for their an, ps( decade but greater gains are der. —
nual picnic. July 23 it 7:30. All essential,- he
continued.
and
family
members, their
1 Despite these gains, Barnes
Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Bushart
guests are invited.
The following officers were said. and with a high employ- and children. Gerald and Duncar
elected: president, Mrs. Harold ment level, Kentucky contiruies have returned from a vacation
to he an important labor supply trip _to Virginia Beach, Va.
Copeland,
secretary-treasurei,4 with large surplu.ses of la3.v.minohlmi. progran..4.....stale
Hamra
af.
the Covington. Bowling
miss Katherine
conductor, Mrs. J. R. POW ell. 1-nr in
Pike- Louisville spent the weekend
leaders will be Mrs. L. A. Chi- Green, Somerset, Hazard.
vine ancl _Paducah areas, which with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ton and Mrs. E. E. Mount.
K. Homra on Norman street.
The report of the Advisory means Fulton, too.
He said local job opportunities ',Council was given and an anMr, and Mrs. Jack Walls of
nouncement was made that the are not 'adequate to absorb all
International Day Tea will be local workers, arid as a result Louisville visited her mother,
held at the Streeter home in several thousand workers will be Mrs. NI. 1. Anderson and Miss
recruited in Kentucky for food Mary Anderson last week.
Hickman, July 6th at 3 p.
Mrs. John Dawes led the rec- harvesting and food packing in
_
reational program which v,as other states during the summer. :Mr.
and Nirs. Wade Joyner and
Employmen 'n manufa.cturing
two games, "Pop" and "Know
Joan and Jerry of Machildren,
Your Animals." She led two establishwents covered by un- con, Ga.: are spending their va •
employment insurance in Kensongs.
,
c a• Hon with thir mothers, Mrs.
The gift box prepared by Mrg.tucky increased from 84,000 in ,Walter and Mrs. J. J. House.
-939 to 131,000 in De1.
igr47
ribe
nfbeeM
ceem
T. S. Wade was drawn by Mrs. S

BARNS SAYS STATE
NEEDS INDUSTRY.
YOU'RE TELLING UV

'II

START YOUR LATE FRYERS NOW!
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BABY 1
CHI S
ARE STILL AVAILABLE
Hatches Off Mondays and Wednesdays
We Will Be Hatching Until July 15th,

FULTON HATCHERY
-

State Line St. Phone 483 Fulton
"'Chicks With a Personality"

T. E. Williamson.
! Mrs B. B. Alexander spent
During the past two years new SundaY afternoon with her dau:
A party plate and coee-colas
were served by the hostesses.rplants, whose peak employment ghter, Mrs. Gene Poe and Dr. Poe
Mrs. IIarold Copeland and Mrs. will reach 15 0(10 have lecated in •ri CIMton Kv.
'
the State. Bariv.s pointed out.
T. R. Williamson.
The club will meet AuguSt 17
! Mr. and Mrs. James
at 2:00 with Mrs. Willingham
and children of Birmingham, Al,.
•
it• and Mrs. A. D. Smith at the
the guests of theii• parentformer's horne on Second street
lir. and Mrs. Gip McDade and
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers.
Bob 'McKnight whii has been
•
a patient in HaWS Hospital was
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Flake, M.r
Palestine Homemakers dismissed Tuesday.
a.ricl Mit. James Cullum and litHave Regular Meeting
Kenny of Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Carolyn Duley of :mem _ tle son,
weekend guests of then
Palestine Homemdkers
The
phis spent the weekend with her 'ere
Club met at the Community Cen- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Dul- rncther, Mrs. Pearl Weaver.
Wil•
ter, June 18 at 2 p. m.
ey.
president,
McClanahan,
' Mrs. Harry Plott of Duquion.
liam
is visiting her father. T. M
presided. The devotional was givMrs. Olis Howard of Oklahoma 111-•
en by Mrs. Frank Stroud who City spent several days in Ful- Exum and other relatives.
read the thought for the month ton this week attending the bedand verses from the Bible Philside of her father R M. Belew
lipians,2-10-12 and led the group
who is seriously ill in Jones Clinin repeating Me Lord's Prayer 1 ic.
• '
Cagle Plumbing Shop
in unison.
I
Mrs. Glyn Bard, secretary call- . lir and Mrs. Shawie Noffel
ed the roll. Members responded and children, Sandra and Edwin DEEP WELL PUMPS
by naming new flowers or plants of Portageville, Mo., spent Sunthey had started this year.
day v,-ith his parents, Mr. and
Plans were made for a club Mrs. John Nogel.
AND PIPES
t
ejenic at the Community Center,
•I
't
jkly-16 at 7:30 p. m. The preliand
Keiser
Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
-lent callea for a report of the children will leave
Saturday
206 Church St.
nominating committee which was morning for Kansas City for z'
1
Ofliven by Mrs. Gus Browder.
relatives.
visit with
Phone 399
:.icers elected for next year were I
as follows, President. Mrs. J.-1-11.1 Mrs, Ted Bush and child:, Lawrence; vice-president, Mrs '
returned front a Visit to
secretary- have
Mobley;
Richard
i relatives in Cadiz. Ky.
conprogram
Bard,
Mrs. Glyn
ductal-, Mrs. P. F. King, song 1
and Mrs. Earl Bouldin
leader, Mrs. Harold Pewitt. Oth- : Mr.
children, Ronnie and Robert
er officers will be appointed by . and
'Lewis spent the 1.veekend with
'the president.
! relatives in McKenzie and PariS",
A/Irs. Robert Thompson talked Tenn.
Interthe
about the purpose of
national day program which will :
and Mrs. Frank -Cole are
be held at the home of Mrs. T. H.1 Mr.
after se-,,eral weeks
Streeter in Hickman. The guest improving
their home on Eddings
speaker will be may Felts who illness at
was in the service overseaS dur- street.
ing the last war. Mrs. Gus BrowdC. A. Stephens has returned
er gave some information about
some of the customs of the peo- from a business trip to Louisa
ville.
ple of India and Greece.
' For the recreational program
Mrs. Dalton McWherter of
H's the one and only NEW tor
Mrs. C. B. Caldwell directed
games afterwhich Mrs. Harold Memphis is visiting her doughin it, Cold,
fa.mand
Roper
Lonnie
:Mrs.
vitt led the group in singing. ter,
PQ1...
Frank ily.
ie hostesses, :VIrs.

Town Topics Ere

YOU SAVE TIME,
WORK AND MONEY
You'll be free to accept invitations on washday—
zmd 'be rested enough to enjoy yourself—if you
take advantage of our laundry service. We pick-up
your soiled laundry and return it clean and fresh—
yet our modern, superior service is amazingly. economicaL

..
:-soeste

3 DAYS
4 DAYS
6 DAYS

$31.35

4th tuid Carr

Phone 11

3 DAYS
9 DAYS

49.20
37.2S

Broadbent --- Funk's "G"

ti 1;1

places. No skimping of service at POLSGROVE.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

A
EY

POLSGROVE "rvi"
Station
FULTON, RY.

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

NI

lEx
Three 8/G people ride
in comfortzip front and rear seats/

20

The look

of the year!
Those "Magic Action" King-Sae

Brakes are brakes you
love to touch?

would lam to lessee ono/ about

(Dote)
ADDRESS

If's dreamy on the inside, toot

"Hydra-Coir front Springs?
back seats
Two brand-new
engine., 100 Pi P.
1/-11 or 95 H.P. SIX /

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
ALUMINUM ROOFING
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE

A.C.Butts& Sons
East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

While siderall fires available al cilia coif.

saw better lookrng upholstery

and fittings,

FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
•

GREYHOUND TRAM BURIAL/
161 Monroe Avc
Mernph.s, Tenn.

Edw Funk & Sons

You never

Prices Melanie round-trip transport.,
lion, hotels and sight-seeing. Slightly
higher lor smgle hotel room. U. S.
fon extra. Scores of other fours fo
charms horn.

YOUR NAME

GREYHOUND

1,0'00 mile lubrication is the enemy of motor wear.
our -grease monkeys" fight viear-and-tear by giving
:sour car the right amount of grease in the right

HYBRID SEED CORN

27.70
40.70

ant interested io o Greyhound tour to

Union Bus Station

SAVE MOTOR WEAR

BULK GARDEN SEED

NEW ORLEANS
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON D C
SMOKY MOUNTAINS
AND KNOXVILLE
MIAMI

event

Fulton

SEED POTATOES
SEED OATS
ALL KINDS OF SOY BEANS

Enjoy One of These Pleasure-Plus, Exp•nse-Po,d
Amazing America Tours

RR Veer
o.,...tentr.Grey114ou".nc;.67erilAlo
c.""
testi.%
fen*
Oreep or
'.1
fro;.,„'"
9"Th•.^.1

"Buck Bushart"

It looks like a
custom-built car! The
smartest thing on wheels?

Wherever you go, whether it's for
business or pleasure, Greyhound
"front-door" routes and low fares
give more travel pleasure. Choose
one route going to your destination,
return by another—at no extra cost.
You see more and sate more on a
comfortable G reyho und Super Coach.

•

Depot Street

•••••

Get Our
HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS

Foresshown from h4symphis
cliffer•nt from your sornman,ty.

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
L1QUERS
bRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE1

•••
49Rol
?he

PARISIAN
;Laundry & Cleaners •
MORE SEEING and MORE SAVING
wIrn you go GREMown/D./
v

s 1

•

SEE IT AT OUR SHOWROOM NOW!

Huddleston Motor Company
Mayfield Highway, Fulton

NATIO

els
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To Perform At Union City Sunday

Friday, June 25, 1948
Mrs. Boyd Bennett is visiting relatives in Evansville, Ind.

Page 3
Frank W. cequin. Jr., of Hiatt- end with his father and grandingdon. Tenn., spent the week- mother, Mrs. J. B. Cequin and
other relatives.

z

.1

Whitnel-Hornbtak
Funeral Home

Vacuum Cleaners Of
All Styles Repaired
iepairing 'and rebuilding at ex-

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

:eptionally

reasonable

prices.

?arts available for practically all
nakes.

PHONE 88

?HONE 201.

Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Fulton

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Carl Dunn and Wiley Barham, famous acrobatic stunt team who will thrill the

ON MARTIN HIGHWAY, 45-E

The Home of

the hundreds of spectators expected at the Second Annual Air Shcr.v to be held
in Union City, Sunday, June 27th, beginning at '2 P. 31. The event on Sunday mill

GRINDING AND MIXING OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS

also commenorate the:dedication of Tom Stewart yield, scene of the tremendous

Wire Fencing

Fertilizers

Phone 651

Roots of Culture

PEARLS WERE SO HIGHLY
PRIZED IN ANCIENT ROME,

NI THATA ROMAN GENERAL
ONCE PAID A CAMPAIGN:S.'
COST WITH ONE PEARL

Fire extinguishers are invaluable
:hecking small blazes. But
in .,
extinguishers and even firemei,
sometimes are powerless to prevent total destruction of property. To protect your property completely. early full
ance.

fire

YOUR B/RTHST(WE
AND ITS MEANING

JUNE-- PEARL OR MOONSTONE s two

A Household Necessity --EXTINGUISHER and INSURANCE

•

Good Chili

show.

All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds

insur-

ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS
INSURANCE AGENCY
FULTON

FROM /HS'MOTHER:5'EAR.
//
#4.0
IN THE1764 CENTURY. ENGLISH
WOMEN TWINED THEIR HAIR
WITH PEARLS, WH/LE MALE
FASHIONABLES WORE A
F, PEAR-SHAPED PEARL
;PANCLING FROM oivr EAR.
w
_
Avare ran,ITIC/ANS.
FAMOUS CLERGYA;:ii/
"
CRAFTSMEN,INVENTORS. ARE A/;70.44'.! THE dIME-0-4
(
IN THE EAST. THEMOON;
STONE IS'BELIEVED TO
CONTAIN A LIVING SPIRIT,
AROUSE
LOVE AND FORETELL THE
FUTURE.

susvi

Mr. Foster attended the ballgarne
that afternoon at Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates and
sons. Billy Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Taylor, and son and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Morgan and
family spent Sunday with IVIr.
O. M. Henly.

HICKORY LOG
B A R-B-1

Mrs. Bob Cannon and Mrs.
Robbie Clifton shopped in Paducah Saturday.
Larry Smith Gossum is spending this week with his grandpaients, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry
and Richard.

108 EAst Fourth Street

Billy Williams spent Saturday,
night with Bertha Yates.
Larry Gossum spent Monday
afternoon with Sue Williams.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum is on
the sick list. We wish her a
speedy recovery.

ak,

GIVING POWER TO

oyday.)
iNSult1

MOONLIT NIGHTSARE
RAINLESS.SO THE MOON=
4RS:
S'TONE MEANS'NOTE,

DIAMOND
RINGS

WEARING PEARLS OR MOONSTONES SAID TO CONFER
//EA LTA4 WEALTH AND
LONG LIFE.

1:-Doubly guaranteed in
uriting to be perfect:
2-Individually registered
in the ouner's name;

Copy 911.44 /944C,

For modern comfort with new bedroom beauty,
see the charming new suites in our store. Attractively .styled and sturdily built, these bedroom
suites offer unusual values at our modern prices
Come in today.

Exchange Furniture Co.
ZO7 CHURCH ST.

PHONE Si

DRINK MILK FOR ENERGY!

3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:

ROUTE THREE

NEW BEAUTY IN YOUR BEDROOM.

11:15illt)

PERFECT

family.
Mrs. Elmer Cannon was calle 1
3liss Martha Williams
I-One uniform national
last week to the bedside of hei
Brady Williams of 'Union City
price on sealed-on tag.
George
daughter-in-law, Mrs.
spent Saturday night with Mr.
Cannon of Boston, Mass., who is
and Mrs. AAdrew Willianas and
See them at vow
seriously ill.
AUTHORIZED
family.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum sont
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jackson of
Friday with her mother, Mrs.
JEWELER'S
Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. R. S. GosOnie Lowry.
sum. and sons, M. G. Lowry, Mi.
Mrs. J. C. Foster spent Friday
and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and son,
Lizzie Foster.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann. and El- with iVirs.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann spent Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
der and Mrs. E. C. Lowry visitwith her neice, Mrs.
ed Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry and Fr:day night
Dean Williams and family.
Richard Sunday.
iMisses Mary Beth Cannon and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and Betty Jo Williams of Memphis,
daughter spent Sunaay in Cuba. Tenn., spent the weekend with
Mrs. Estelle Williams Mrs. Al-, their parents.
221 Lake St.
berta Taylor and Mrs. Maurine
Mrs. Bettie Willie spent Tnurs•
Yates shopped in Mayfield Tueswith her neice, Mrs.
night
day
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Forester P. J. Brann and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean William.;
have purshased a new refrigeraand Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Crittden
tor.
spent Saturday at Reelfoot Lake.
Mrs. Owen Jackson returned ! Mr. arid Mrs. Marion Jones and
to her home in Clinton after a son spent Sundav with Mr. and
mon s visi wit her daughter- Mrs. Alvin Foster. Mr. Jones and
in-law, Mrs. Onie Lowry and

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

Milk is the health-giving
for

every

member

of

beverage

the

family.

Adults should have 2 or more glasses
daily; children, 3 or 4.

I

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
PHONE 813-J FOR DELIVERY

oor
°bile"
oe?
Iv
h
- ofaet-. Olds":
mine
""
10
'

PAINT UP, PAPER,
MAKE THINGS SHINE
A COZY HOME'S
ely

A -WELCOME" SIGN

13ift
Revisiting the
old swimming hole.
THIS IS PART OF

-•

er dte
le" alai2
The old swimming hole is one
pool of refreshment. Another is a
frosty Hill and Hill highball. Its
itrjtKetjtucky flavor marks it --

wUdy3a/14.2few"
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP.,PfEW YORK • 86 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

A well-kept borne invites friendship . .
confidence . success The size Is unleIanctan. . 640 if mustn't look dingy or run
down
if paint, paper and a Ilnie Swing up will
kwigheen your hawse
please Or come in.
We'll gladly help with a friendly cash loon.
l'P

TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY

That engine will hum a song of power and eeonom,
after an Oldsmobile tune-upP Factory methods, trained
mechanics, genuine Oldsmobile parts ... these are the
reasons our service is really "in harmony" with your
Oldsrnobile. Make a note now ...to bring your car in soon!

Orden/state
LOAN CORPORATION

KENTUCKY MOTOR CO.
210 E. State Lino

Phone 1005

Friday, June 25, 1948
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day.
IJames Arthur Boaz, son of Mrs. Club Entertained By
!Ladies Day Held
Mr. and Mrs. Will Seay visited I
I Maude Boaz and the late Z. A.
Mr. anqa Mrs. Hobart Woodeuft
Country
ChM
At
l
Friday
Edwards
Mrs.
'Boaz of Memphis.
nday afternoon.
awhile
A pot leak luncheon was the
The impsessive candlelight
Mrs. J. H. Edwards of Water
before
preformed
Ladies Day at the
ceremony a'as
Valley, Was gracious hostess Fr:- feattire of
a flower banked altar of gladio- day afternoon to the members of Country Club Tuesday.
PHONE 926
stock.
ELIZABETH la ITT1 Editor
and
A
delightful luncheon was enli, larkspur
Mr. and Mrs. Horner Robei
the Sixteen Club and a few guests.
the af Hickman were dinner guests
Three tables were arranged for joyed at noon. Following
The attractive bride wore an
of
hostess.
games
the
by
black
was
held.
on
a
gat
tournament
with
several,,unche
rook. After
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Milaqua• blue ensemble
.
At the. close of the games the accessories and a large picture games, Mrs. E. D. Keiser wonl The team led by .Mis. Jasper ton Exum on Second street.
MTS. ST1OW EIltertallaS I hostess
served a lovely salad
_
won
over
ay
the
bouquet
team
led
Lin-iVowelli
Clifton
bridal
Mrs.
high club prize.
hat. She carried a
Houston plate.
.
For Betty
,I ton low club. Mrs. Paul Turber•1 Mrs. Charlie Thomas.
- Sue
Miss Amaline Hamra is visitof white orchids,
the
Mrs. Jess Mess' Mrs. Hoyt Moore was medalist na her sister Miss Katherine
Mrs. Jack Snow was hostess ter, The guest list included
Miss MarY Br°".n. musin °I :vale, travel prize,
C•irter, Mrs. the bride. wore a black and received high guest and Miss for the day.
Homra in Louisville. •
a well planned bridge party Mon.' honoree, Mrs. Jack
Mac white eostunw suit with black ac- Elizabeth Witty low. All were
Twelve merbbers were present
—
day afternoon at her home on 'Charlie Thomas Mrs. Hugh
red
Vowelh
of
Jasper
corsage
Mrs.
a
gifts.
McClellan,
lovely
Mias
, given
essories and
ce_zses..
,_
Pearl avenue complimenting
Mrs.
ay.,'
werea
Williams
club
the
Clyde
to
a.
Guests
j
Betty-__Sue_Houaton, bride.elecaMia
tly-Ja
Mrs. Charlie Haskell. MisaFile,
Following the ceremony a reof Chester Brunson of Unionj Morgan CaMar, Jr:iMas.
bride
Cannon,
the
Charlas
where
Mrs.
held
Jr.,
Hill
was
Mrs. Lila Bradley, Mrs. Jess
City, Tenn.
aw ception
j
airs. Wilson Cannon
wedding Mass, Mrs Ernest Cardwell and
and groom cut their
The house was attraCt.va with Mrs. K. P. Dalton Jr.. Mrs
Mrs. Junior House and Don
arrangements of spring flowers. Treas, Misses Mary Hamra Jean cake before a group of friends Elizabeth Witty.
Drady.
Members playing were Mrs. visited her sister, Mrs. Harr,
Miss Houston wore a brown Atkins and :Margaret Nell
and relatives.
from Linton. Maa. Turberville, Mrs. Watts last Thursday afternoon
Upon the couple's return
and white cotton eorded two
all.they , E. D. Keiser, Mrs. Elvis Myrick,
Mrs. Hubert Jackson
piece dress and a corsage! of red Almeda Brown Weds
I a northern wedding trip
Crescent Mrs. Fred Sawyer, Mrs. Robert Jimmy Jackson and Mrs.. Feri.
roses.
will be at home at 224
Riggs of Dresden spent a lea
!James Arthur Boaz
EFFICIENT
in Long Beach, Calif.
Games of contract were enlovely days last week in Memphis.
a
served
hostess
ilhe
T
Be
I
l
_______
chap•
wedding
joyed during the afternoon. Aft- I The Normandy
alcQuire
Elsen
Mrs.
and
Mr.
•
PROMPT and
•
Mrs. el -in Long Beach, Calif.. was the ..,
er several progressions
Roast Held At- 'party plate,
weiner
and Danny have moved back to
You n•yer saw anyCharlie Thomas received - high scene of a beautiful wedding
SERVICI6
A..a
COUR.TEOUS
Mrs.
and
Mr.
at
rooms
their
Tuesday NIrs. O'Nlar Hostess To
Ming like rho mow
score prize, Mrs. Jack Carter, June 7 when Alnwda Brown..'i Country Club
Yt'ar•r•par Ena m•I
:McGuire's.
E•
for urnitur• and
second high, and Mrs. Hngh alac daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.I Mr.. an . -. • .
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
Evening Club Mrs. Hobart Woodruff spent
woodwork —on• coat
Brown of Fulton became the ' were hosts Tuesday evening to Thursday
McClellan cut consolation.
afternoon last week
hiding quick drying C•nn• .•
Thursday
Office,
— •xcellent mar and
Mrs. Morgan ONTar Jr., was with Mrs. Horace Puckett.
The honoree was presented a hride of Chief Petty
a weiner roast at the Country
Ise Pill beetle.,
chip r•ol•t a ncor
Thursday evening to her
docutatirs
Darrell Wilson of Pilot
airs.
; Club complimenting Mr. and hostess
Sixth
on
home
her
colors.
at
club
bridge
.
children,
veer Nowas...
and
I.
Mrs. Wade Joyner
Oak visited her mother, Mrs.
street.
one day last week.'
Woaks
Joan and Jerry of Macon, Ga.
Cleave
Cannon and Mrs.
'PITTSBURGH PAINTS
A delightful supper was enjoy- . Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Aldridge,
were guests to the
. ed anth just the families. the Jack Snow
and Jimmy of Clinton spent Sun- I
LOOK BETTER L(.01\11.1
honorees and the hosts present. elub.
clay with air. and Mrs. Colie AldDIAMONDS
honorof
evening
the
enjoyable
were
an
After
present
Those
ridge.
ees. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Exurn contract Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr
Mrs. George Cimningham was
Joyand
Walter
prize
score
Mrs.
aigh
.given
Glenn,
was
son
and
dismissed from Haws hospital
ner, Ann Linton, T. M. Exum Mrs. Stanlev Jones received lova last week.
The heiiess served a salad
and Milton Owen Exum.
air. and Mrs. Will Wheeler
plate at the close of the games. Mayfield visited Mr. ancl MrsJEWELER
Members' playing were Mrs Ben Winston a while Sunday.
Mrs. McCree Honors
Williams. Mrs. Jones, Mrs. J. L.
and Mrs Powell Webb v.air
ST.
FULTON, KT.
11.11N
Jr..
210 CHURCH ST.
Jones. Jr. Mrs. Clyde Hill
Mrs. J. Cunningham
ited air. and Mrs. Hobart W,a
and Mrs. Joe Treas.
night.
Saturday
honored
ruff
Mrs. John L. McCree
air. and airs. Rav Thornas.va
mewed airs. Jimmy Cunningited Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Darne'l
ham. a recent bride with a mis- Mr. and Mrs. Philippi
"PURSE STRINGS"' by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
cellaneous shower Tuesday aft- .Hosts To Sunday Dinner SandaY. afternoon.
the
spent
Nabors
Lydia
High
aiiss
the
in
ernoon at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Phillippi week end.with Misses Mary Lau
!z nis.
were hosts Sunday_ to a famila arai Carni -Sue McGuire- .- --Etialal contests was the -feature
dinner at their beautiful country
Mrs. Lonzo Stafford and Dar.
,ntertainment for the afterrooh.
,home inaPhillippi. Tenn.
nv spent-- Sunday with ale ai.
The aaisess served a party plate
A deacious dinner was serv- alre. Hobart Woodruff.
to the guests.
ed at mon to Mr. and Mrs. Alairs. Wilson Cannon spent SatThose present v,-ere Franc:3
w
bert Farmer and s•::n. John of urday in Jackson.
Brown. Wanda Ashe, Patsy Hall,
:
Mr•
and
near Martin. Tenn.: Mr.
air. and Mrs. Lottie Carr visBetty Sue Hancock, Linda Wilof
Sue
and
ited ale and airs. Whitesen
Kenny Chadv,ack
kins, Jo Ann Nelms, Katherine
Dresden, Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. Browder Sunday afternoon.
Sue
Betty
Holland,
Jean
Fortner,
Leoan Fields of Fulton visited
Jake Rains and children, Bar
'Williams, Mrs. Montez Kupfer,
bara and Linda of Martin: Mrs. his parents east of Dukedom a
ta-lie Street, Fulton
Mrs. Bill Holland, Mrs. Clyde
Ola McClain and Mr. and Mrs. while Sunday.
Wood. Mrs. Clifton Lintan and
Barry. of
Son,
and
Mrs.
Leon
Woodruff
Mr.
and
Farmer
Hulon
IMrs. J. H. Edwards.
Complete Line In Stock
Next to the City National Bank
Memphis, Mrs..11.1. I. Anderson announce the birth of a daughThe honoree received many
and daughter, May, of Fulton. ter at the Fulton Hospital Mor1 lovely gifts.
at
After dinner the group went to
the lake where they spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Horton and
afternoon.
!Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Damron and
, Alvin Jene spent the week- end
Janet McCree Celebrates
in Evansville. Ind.

The Woman s Pagg

RSONALS

DUKEDOM

BUY A
YOU CAO
Haisettow
SETTER
ENAMEL /

sta
Ke

Ful

WATCH

Da

REPAIRING

8 ,

Rat
in

Ke"""e"p"'s' ake

YOUR HOME
PMNT
F

R. M. KIRKLAND

wit
are
bas
Ind

Fot:

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

Rut

CAMPBELL'S

,
RE-NU
SNOP

TIME TESTED

PAINTS AND ENAMELS

Sat.
Miss Medelia Homra of Hai rough Birthday
illsesaJohn L. McCree honors
Mo,, Miss Helen Homra of lo a
her little daughter Janet on her
Cyit Iowa were guests last w
of Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra and Iourth birthday With a party
Saturday. June 19th at their
family.
home in the Highlands.
The little folks enjoyed games
until late in the afternoon when
ice cream, ana cake were served
irom a pretty birthday table in
the yard.
The table was aentered with
a decorated birthday cake with
candles. Pictures were made of
the group.
Janet received many nice gifts.
Roland
Invited guests were
Carter, Kay Morris, Nancy O36—INCH ATTIC FANS
mar, Katie Brown and Barbara
Kugler.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Phone 1109
307 College

FANS
$99.50

42--INCH ATTIC FANS
$129:56
48--INCH ATTIC FANS
$1:79.50

t

S

$49.50
13-inch General Electric 3-speed oscillating fan
$42.50
16-inch General Electric 2-speed oscillating fan
$34.95
12-inch General Electric 2 speed fan
.
10-inch Emerson oscillating fan
$5
6-inch straight fan

CLOSE - OUT

NOW

SQUARE THICK BUTT

IS THE
TIME TO

GREEN SHINGLES
$5.75 Per Square

Ser

THE

Model"M" Tractor

SA V

'The "M" is a good-looking
:rector •nd it's just as good as it
looks. les a simple, sturdy tractor
with every feature you want .
built-in Torch-o-matic hydraulic
control, air-cushioned seat, adjustable steering wheel, ease of
servicing, wide adaptability with
speeds varying from 1-5/8 to 12
M.P.H., plus • variety of "QuikTatch" working equipment- that
no other small tractor offers you.
Come in and get fall information.

Fulton Hdwe & Furniture Co.
PHONE 1

(a)

(b)

New Telephone Rates Essential
to Continued Good Service
in Kentucky

Southern Bell's rates in Kentucky are
not adequate to meet today's costa
and assure a financially sound Company capable of rendering good tele7,
phone service. The C,orepany's ne*
Mr an d Mrs. Preston Inman
schedules, recently filed with the Kenand sons, Bill and Hal of Cortucky Public Service Commission,
sicana, Texas are visiting her
include only such rates as are required
mother, Mrs. Lc-e Reeves and Mr.
to meet Kentucky's needs for service.
Reeves.
Today's telephone rates are the
emergency rates authorized by the
Public Service Commission last year.
Emergency rates were requested only
as a- stop-gap to partly offset tre'
mendous increases in the co3sts of
supplying you senice. They were
'not expected to meet all the increased
costs and provide earnings necessary
to keep the Company sound and the
service good.
Furthermore, even the earnings
e under the emergency rates have been
lowered by continued cost increases
and are now running only about 2.9%
on the millions of dollars invested in
a
Kentucky telephone facilities.

JOHN DEERE

1210 Ihs to square). We offer these shinglea at
BELOW (0S1 PRICE to make room in our warehouse for other merchandise.

208 LAKE STREET

and

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

A. R. STEPHENS

KEEP
COO

Jed.

Adequate Earnings Necessary
For Continued Good Service
To continue to furnish good and improved service for the progressive
communities of this fast-growing
state, the Company must have rates
that meet current costs and provide
reasonable earnings for those who
make telephone service possible by investing their savings in the busins.
' The investors' dollars pay for new
facilities through which telephone

Mot

service is constantly improved, kept
modern and enlarird. Since January
1, 1996, we have spent $20,000,000
on new facilities in Kentucky, and in
the next few years, $50,000,000 of
additional new facilities will be
needed. These expenditurei‘mean job
opportunities and payrolls important
to the continued prosperity of Kentucky.
If we are to continue this improvement and expansion work, the Company's earnings must be sufficient to
attract the necessary new capital.

Cie

Bus
Res

Telephone Service Still
An Outstanding Bargain
Telephone service at the new rates
-will still be one of today's best bargains. The new telephone rates are
/ow in comparison with the heavy
increases in our costs of 7.o:do-frig
you service. They ar2 w in comparison with the increases in ccsts of
the other items you buy. V, hile manufacturers, farmers and businecs generally have re-priced their products
based on today's cost levels, the Telephone Company as a regulated utility
has tried to render service in Kentucky at rates only slightly higher
than those established in the 1930's.
The new telephone rates are required to give good and improved
service. Rates lower than these in
the long run could result only in poor
service. The people of Kentucky want
good telephone service and that is
what we want to furnish.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
telephorie service and intraJai creased rates for local exchange
of •4Centucky filed with the
State
the
in
service
toll
state message
Kentucky Public Serviee Commission June 22, 1948.
TO BECOME EFFECTIVE JULY IS, 1948
follows:
under the provisions of the Kentuaky Statutes are as
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HEARTS and FLOWERS
By

PATRICIA LATANE
1.4.44.+4.44.4.4.4.4.4.4.44.41.4.4.4.444
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:Dear Miss Latane;
Local Service, Monthly Rate
I have written you once beFor Classes of Service °tiered Under Applicable Tariffs
fore and you did so well I would
Residence
Business
like to ask you some more ques$3.00 tions. Did the man at the drug
Individual Line
$6.00
Individual Line
2.50 store keep my wallet? Will we
..•.....
2-Party Line
5.25
...
2-Party Line
2.25 move from our present location
4-Party Line
4.50
4-Party Line
2.00 any ways soon? If so where
Rural Line
3.25
Rural Line
B.L.H.
Semi-Public Telephone Service
revenue:
message
Dear
lav
B.
H.
L.
local
from
Daily guarantee required
Someone working in the drug
Daily Guarantee is:
At exchanges With monthly
store kept your wallet, and you
Rim Ind. Flat Rate of:
:will never see it again. No,
35c
$13.50
, you will not move before 1949.
22 1-2c
9.00
,
,
1-2c
:7
7.25. 6.75, 6.25. 6.00
!Miss Latane:
:5c
5.50, 5.00. 4.50
Please answer My questions.
12 1-2c
Less than $4.50
Does the boy I'm going with
local messages love me or someone else. Will I
Rate of commission, 20% of amount collected for
marry him? If so when? Will we
ha excess of the guarantee.
• .
live here? Will I have to work
Public Telephone Service
i'much longer?
N.M.P.
Rate of commission 15% on all telephone message receipts.
Extra Exchange Line Mil,ge
Mv Dear N.M.P.
No, he doesn't love vou but he
The following monthly mileage charges apply in connection
With main stations or PBX systems located outside the base rate likes vou. lie is love with the
area, put within ihe exchange area, and are in addition to the eirl he broke up with when vou
measurement. raught him on the rebound. No
base rate for the class of ser.vice furnished. Airline
you will never marry. Yes, you
mile or frattion
Individual. line, of PBX trunk line per
will work for quiet awhile yet.
$.40
thereof
action
Pr
or
mile
'a
Per
Two party line, each Main station,
.25 Mks Latane:
thereof .
Thank you for your advice in
Four party line, each main station, per 'a mile or fraction
this naner. I was wondering if
.15 von rould tell me whether or lot
thereof .
T will win one of the 13 cars
Rural Line Service:
have chances on
FLAIL
From two miles to four miles, each main station per
$.25
.
month
-De-r P. A. H.
From four miles to seven miles, each main station per
Yes. you will get a car and it
- .50 -yin be given to you by a man
month
Beyond seven miles of the base rate area, each main station hot I eannot tell you if it will
.75 be a gift or if you will win it.
per month ...
Discounts
Latane:
All charges for telephone ser.•ice are net charges and•not subI read Your column ever., week
ject to discounts.
here are some Questions I want
Concessions
to risk. Will
stay v,lictra I am
A euncession of 25% from the regular rate is allowed churches or will I ro somenlace aral get
jab in 1949? Will T evar get
r.s under provisions of applicable tariffs.
,
and char:table instittit;
,anrried? What year? Have I net
Service Connection Charges-Moves and Changes
the man „If not when will I
Exchange Grouping
L.B.
Company Stations Basis meet him?
Dear L. B.
You v;i11 stay where you are.
Service Connection Charges
Over Yes. you vvill get married in
5C01010000 !9-19. No, you haven't met him
10000
5000
bid you will this summer during,
,the month of August.
Place
in
Not•
(a) Instrumentalities
$5.00 Miss Latane,
$3.50
Bus. Main Sta. or PBX Trunk, each $3.00
2.25
2.00
Would you answer some ques131.s. F.xt. Sta. or PBX Stations, each 1.75
3.50 tions for me if I should write you
3.00
Res. Main Sta. or PBX Trunk, each 2.50
2.00 a letter.
1.75
Res. Ext. Sta. or PBX Station, each 1.50
L.R.
(b) Instrumentalities in Place
,Deig r L. R.
For entire service or any instrument
Please write the quest;on3 and
utilized-for the reconnection of PBX
2.00 I will be glad to answer them for
- 1.75
1.50
stations, each station,
Exchange Grouping I you.

Uness ahead for you and this
erson if you both want to make
! go of it. but he will have tc
ome out and tell her that they
.re thru. You are to takesa trip
,ut you will not take the time
tou think you will on this trip
aau will come back home. You
ire a very odd person, there are
ait few people who understand
,ou but you make friends easily.
?ateryone likes you because when
hey ask you for a favor you are
ilways glad to do it. Sometimes
%four heart is too big, I am .,aash'rig you the best of luck whigh
know you will have.

you can get up enough courage, next Tuesday. We are glad to
discuss it with the person in- hear Bill is getting along nicevolved. This isn't easy, but it's I ly,
the only way to eliminate misGosh, did you hear about the
understandings and is the only softball game Monday night? The
way to create a, firm basis ior Service Club beat the American
lasting friendship. !
Legion 17 to 8. Who said we
didn't have a winning team. Good
Miss Marion Blackstone, young work boys, we are proud of you
daughter of Pipefitter and Mrs. so keep it up anal we will say
W. M. Blackstone is getting a- Milburn, Ky. here we, the I. C.
round on her vacation. She left Softball team, are so make room
for Grenada Miss. where she is for a day, is that right
ths guest of Miss Martha Fay
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence R. ColWiltiams, young daughter of Mr. lins and children, Terry and
and Mrs. Joe B. Williams of that Clem of, Murray were Sunday
'ity and after a weekt vis.t v.ata guests of his
,
parents Freight
little Martha she will !radar on Agent and 'Mrs. C. R. Collins- and
down to Water Valley, Miss. other relatives here.
ROUNDHOUSE ROUNDUP
where she will be dhe guest of
(Continued from page one)
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Matheny
her grandparents. Mr. ard Mrs.
and Mrs. Robert Rhodes attendings. They keep on nagging him R. A. Blackstone of that city.
ed the funeral of their aunt, Mrs.
md cause a lot of -damage to his
Mrs. G. A. Thomas is in ChiNeeley Matheny mother of Amos
)ersonality.
cago, Ill., attending the wedding
Matheny of Hickman, in HickWhen you lose your lemper of her brother.
And say a lot of things you don't
Sympathy is extended to the
mean, you feel guilty about it. farnilies of Engineer H. T. DougAccurate
You may try to forget the inci- las, Fireman Waal, ,Barcl _and
dent and you certainly hope•that Flagman H. L. Newton.
WORKMANSHrPthe other fellow will forget•gour
We are glad to hear that FireAltburst. Neither of you may ev- man W. C. Leake Jr., and FlagAt Low Cost
er say anything about it again man Billy Stevenson are getting
Watches, Clocks and Time
aut chances are that your rela- along nicely at Paducah in the
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratetionship won't ever be the same I. C. Hospital. Let's don't forget
ly Repaired at Low Cost byagain. Such harm can be avoid- a card or letter would be ap2d only say the psychologists, if preciated by these boys from
ANDREWS
you don't try to forget you: their friends.
Jewelry Company
blunder. Talk it over with some
Mr, W. L. Durbin will enter
one a friend, the missus, and if Campbells Clinic in Memphis
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Merchandise Prizes
in the

"FISHERMAN-OF-THE-MONTI"

CONTEST
Top-ffiglvt prier. •very

fr.0014

.

prim law

during ffie 1948 season . . considfing of %Nis
equipment end ourdoers accessories of famous lima
nom*. Every item • useful on., carefully anon.

101
way wear the coveted
AWARD
k MERITEMBLEM
Anna
114 NMTII TOWER CIE
111=11.a
SENO FOR DETAR-S AND FREE ENTRY RAM

He promised to love and cherish Grandma and to furnish a home. So the
very next day he went down town and bought a big coal range anfl a hatchet
for chopping kindling. He bought two big galvanized wash tubs, a clothes
basket, a wringer, and a washboard. And three big sad irons. No sir, nothing
was. too good for Grandma. He ordered two of the finest brooms in stock, a
nice lightweight carpet beater, and a turkey feather duster.
He knew Grandma was a pearl among women, so he bought her two of the
fanciest kerosene lamps in the store. Good or Grandpa!
Poor of Grandma! She washed and she ironed and she chopped kindling.
She had a pitched battle with that old cook stove three times a day for years
and years. She swept floors and beat her carpets, and whenever she found a
free moment she polished those lamp chimneys.
op 4 0

•

e
•

I

BUT...GRANDDAUGHTER SALLY

gotmarriedlastteeek
George promised Sally a home, too. He
bought her an electric range that does
everything but put the food on the table,
an electric refrigerator, an automatic laundry,
and a sit-down-and-take-it-easy ironer. Sally's
vacuum cleaner has it all over Grandma's
lightweight carpet beater. She's using
Grandma's lamps, though.... Wired.

RAte

P.

:
ki:td
Sally's on a budget, too. AnArl guess what the lowest item on that
budget is! Electricity, the lowest cost item on ANYBODY'S budget.

1
Cleone,

M:xer

T.E.-Eivis-BELL
FOR

CONGRESS
Subject to action of Democratic Primary, August 7.
I am a working man, mechanic
and farmer.
I tatter the Veterans writing
own bill for me to put
through Congress.
With God's help and pose
vote we all will be represeet
ed In Congress, (not just 2 kit
individuals.)

4avaiwp,'•

TNE ANSWER WAS VERY PLAIN TO SEE!

k

Intrastate Message Toll Service
Initial period station-to-station day message toll rates will be
increased five cbnts ($0.05) on most calls over 72 miles and on somej
station-to-station night and I
calls less than 18 miles. Initial period
cents ($0.05), ten cents ($0.10,1
Sunday rates will be increased five
72 miles, the majority of the ,
I •
or fifteen cents ($0.15) on calls over
increases being ten cents ($0.10), and increases of five cents ($0.05)
18 miles.
than
less
of
will be made on some calls
Initial period rates for most person-to-person toll calls over'
either five cents ($0.05), ten cents'
ten miles will be increased by
($0.10), Or fifteen cents $(0.15).
The amount of the increase in rates for overtime periods will
not be rnore than five cents $(0.05). four minutes of _overtime for ,
Initial period rates will be for
station:to-statton- calls -of ten-milea or lass, and-tor three .sninutes.4
period rates will be for two minutes of '
for all other calls. Overtime
fourteen miles or less, and
overtime for station-to-station calls of
calls.
for one minute for all other
SOUTSLERN BELL TELEPHONS AND TELEGRAPH CO., Inc.
J. M. McAlister,
Kentucky Manager
_

man Friday.,
Sympathy is extended V tie
family of A. D. Pittman v..trues
son was returned from ()verses.for burial at Paducah Wed,
day.
A. D. Russell is working
store room here this, week

ow Cram*Poppeddawdle,/

Company Station Basis

Miss Latane;
I am in love with a man who
Over has
5000
0been married and has a child.
10000 I would like to know if he
10000
5000
likes
arie. Do you think T aan make
Moves and Changes
friends with this child. Ts he in
For moving a telephone set from one
love with the girl he is going
location to another on same premises,
with? What do you advise me to
each main station, extension station
do, to keep on going with this
$1.75
$2.00
$1.50
or PBX station
person or to quit?
A.0
2:03
1.75
1.50
For changes in type or style of set
,
.
iDear A. C.
Toll Terminals, Monthly Rate
Yes, you are its love with ;Ms
At exchanges where this service is offered:
;man and I think he is in lova
3
Schedule
2
Schedule
Schedula 1 ,
!with you, but he has more than
$3,00
$4.00
$5.00 ,
!the one child he has several
Auxiliary Lines, Monthly Rabe
.children. They will all like you.
is for this other girl there :s
At exchanges wherc this service is offered:
Schedule 4 ;too much difference in you and
Schedule 3
Schedule 2
Schedule 1
1 her. You do not have ways a$4.50
$5.00
$6.00
$9.00
!like and he approves of your
Service Stations
ways more so than hers. but I
Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Class A: Each line, minimum monthly rate
am afraid she will cause voa
Each station minimum monthly rate 1-6th Bus. Ind. Flat Rate :both some trouble as She is ihat
Twice Bus. Ind. Flat Rate type person. You are the type
Class C: Each line
tions, Monthly Rate
.
:person who is gifted with undExtension Sta
$1.50 ,erstanding so I think you will
Business. flat or message rate, each
1 00 be big enough to overlook a lot
, each
Residence, flat rate
of things. There is a lot of hapAbove -rates apply in connection with Main Line Service
Services
and
Wiring Plans and Miscellaneous Equipment
.
Increases in monthly rate and-or installation charge ranging
from $.05 to $5.00 apply in connection with these services and
equipment depending upon the type and size of the item.
Private Branch Exchange Service
Trunk Lines:
,
Flat rate, each per month.
2 Ind. Line ,Flat
/
1-1
.......
Bothway
Ind. Line Flat Rate
Inward
Mes.sage rate, bothway only, in connection to/Rh hotel and
apartment house service (Existing message allowance provisions and excess message charges remain unchanged):
At Louisville, Frankfort, Owensboro and Paducah:
Ind Line Msg. Rate
First Trunk each per month
2 Ind. Line Msg. Rate
1
/
Additional each per month
At,all other exchanges:
$5.50
First trunk each per month
$2.75
Additional, each per month
Switchboards and Associated Equipment:
Increases in monthly rate ranging from $.25 to $11.00 apply
.
in connection with this equipment depending upon type
and size of switchboard and associated equipments.

Pave 5

Range

Automatic Washer
Toaster

Retrverotor

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
NCORPORATED
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the followmg from the Bible:
cut available funds so that the
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
"For the earth shall be filled
program can be little more than
Veterinary Service
with the knowledge of the glory
one of relief would be a short- R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling
the Loed, as the waters covof
just
Kline.
Mr.,
policy."
sighted
PUBLISHERS,
EDITORS and
Day or Night
er the sea." (Hab. 14).
returned from Europe, informed
All are welcome to eur servPUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
the Committee that ERP has had
Phone 807-R
ice.
"extraordinary importance" in
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office at aiding U. S. foreign poliey, and
Or Call 70
1679.
3,
FulEpn, Kentucky, under the act of March
that the threatened cut has al
ready had serious repercussions.
Dr.H.W.Connaughton
TV Kidding's Over
In practically unprecedented
testimony before the CommitGraduate Veterinarian
friends
On Monday of this week one of our farmer
tee, Senate Foreign Relations
on Martin-Fulton
Located
(R.,
Chairman
Vandenberg
Said to us:
Mich.) condemned the "meat ax.-1.
Highway.
in
once
mad
get
you'd
that
me
to
seems
it
Editor
"Mr.
technique" of the House in slashAdjutant General Roscoe L.
awhile watching folks bounce around on that highway in
ing ERP funds.
Murray has put to excellent use
IFAP Meeting
front of you." We answered:
a quantity of clothing, formerly
Farmers all over the world
"Mr. Farmer, the heat in this office is not caused by
the property of the Kentucky
are determined to cooperate in
active militia. valued at $45,228
helping to solve agricuhnal and
the 90 degrees temperature outside, its our 250 degrees
by the Department of Welfare.
other problems. This is the imblood pressure at the sight of that road that makes it so
and since turned over to that
of President Altar.
pression
here."
agency for inmates of the penal
hellishly hot in
Kline, who returned last week
and charitable institutions.
from the second annual conferAnd that's not the half of it. About six weeks ago we
Shortly after Murray assuined
ence of the International Feder.carried a hews story on our front page that said Mr. Garoffice, he found a large quantity
ation of Agricultural Producers
of.equipment In storage that
rett Withers, head of the Highway Department was in town
just concluded in Paris. The Feedformerly -belOitted to the AgtiVr
.ght-veit4s-sw,--too-Toeliss-that.,
on a routine ttalt.. That's arthisi
Atihtia. -ft ..ould---ste longee- be
rLrm groups from all parts of the
highway would be a routine matter with Use Highway Deused for military or training ptit
world. Mr. Kline, as chairman , :
prises since they was no longe,
partment.
the vital- policy committee, o
Wright Bros. Shoe
an active militia.
siders the conference was an oi tBut when the. weeks go into months, and the monthi
Under ntilitary regulations it
Give You
Repair
success
standing
in
infurthering,
and
could not he worn by civilians sa
_into years and still we coddle, fondle and kid with 'cut
ternational farm cooperatien.
Comfort
-Footed
Sure
militaie
resembled
it
as
long
higher
to
it
take
we
time
high
Conference members displayed a
notbing gets done then its
destined tss
appeared
It
garb.
ereat interest in farmer co-ops,
Broken soles. eundown heels
authorities.
gether dust in the arsenals of cause you serious discomfort
and international commcclits- alosing
Kentucky.
We've reported that the farmers complain of
,
every hour of the day. Let
greements as concrete steps feAdjutant General Murray con- ,WRIGHT BROS. keep your
,eard sucti cooperation.
their stock on the stretch of road. because the bumping
the
since
ceived the idea that
good repair. Spic and
Wheat Exports
may takeititle to the commodi y equipment rould no longer bor shoes in
jars loose the gates of the trticks. We call attention to the
span. You feel more sure-foot
This eoming erop year, U. S. his own purpose, but does not when delivered to it by the farmto
put
be
should
ed - more comfortable, betfact that truck drivers find the underpass hazardous unfarmers are going to rely heavi- condemn fessue as a grass for er in order to do a rnore effec- used that it
profitable use. He conceived the ter dressed!
holdtopsoil
a
as
and
complained
land
means
a
as
markets
poor
foreign
on
ly
We've
ceiling.
its
tive job of selling. However.
dertaking because of the low
idea that if th-e clothing were
of averting aurpluses and stabi- er.
function is that of selling for the
dyed it could still be made usthat's its an insult to the tourists who pass through town
far
lizing prices-in this country. Govso
more,
buyof
one
than
nothing
rather
farmer,
Ladino is
ernment officials draw this con- as I can see, than a large variety ing from him.
to enter that lane of fox-holes. But de we get more than a
lefter a conference with Gov
abA
crop
on
week'S
last
from
elusion
growth
do
We
The
Shoe Repair Service
'em?
clover.
moves
of white
When farmers market their
perfunctoey• grading when the spirit
Clements and Cowin report, which indicated that com- the Stitt farm average about 12 commodities cooperatively, the Earle C.
1.
Arthur
Welfare
of
sinner
Commercial Ave.
210
Wt.
ing wheat Yields will be second inches. There were 700 sheep in final price received by each
Lloyd it was derided to use the
largest in history Many officials :ne 30-acre, and Mr. Stitt said farmer is exactly the price vshich
It's a personal issue with us now. The other day we
Fulton
clothing for inmate,
. he hadn't seen them in a month. the cooperative received, less the material as
fear that we may be headed tohad just completed a very intricate job of printing in two
institutions.
the
of
ward eventual surpluses of the It would take a rabbit hunter to actual expenses. of operating the
"I want to take this opportuni
colors. We had the sheets laid out on the drying table when
type which plagued farmers ir. find them in the tall orchard cooperative. Nothing remains as
ty to express my personal thanle
the 1930's. However, it is hoped grass.
in comes a gust of dust that settled on the printing, necescooperative.
the
to
lissome
ios well as the appreciation cif th,
that foreign needs will continee , See your county agent and get
Cooperatives actnig on a com- Department of Welfare for you,
sitating the entire job to be run over. Don't you for one
to furnish a vital safety valve. 1 his suggestions for an all-purmission basis (as in the case of co-operation in providing this
minute think vee took it like good sports, bersause we didn't.
For the coming .erop year. U. S. pose pasture and soil builder.
perishable commodities and material," Dr. Lipued wrote thi
some
grain exports are set as 479,000 We would have torn that viaduct down brick by brick if
may promptly pay the :adjutant General. "The shoes
livestock)
4s4.0•4.4.4.4.6.4-4.44.4.4.*4-4.10..
NO bushels (compared with 581.farmer his proceeds from each shirts and other articles of cloth
we had thought it would have forced them to fix it ....
this
Of
000.000 bushels last year).
Facts About Farm .T. sale. after taking out a market- ing were badly needed and are
total 29.000 000 bushels will ge
and the road too! We thought better. We knew that the
Mg assessment high enough to being put to excellent use."
so
Even
.:
countries.
ERB
16
the
to
Highway Department would have sent a man down to put
.. . cover the marketing expenses. Inducted in the list of clot1.Cocperatives
these nations expect to have only
_
, Should the total marketing 'as- ing turned over to the Deparo
a detour sign on the project and had our tourist friends
^,9 ner cent of prewar per capiti
, sessments taken tart during the aient of Vi'elfare were 500 belts
Their
otn-.
intake.
for
grain
need
runs
that
road
that
.
..
go over that . .. we mean under
How Does A Marketing
vear he greater than the els- , valued at 25 cents each. $125.
foods will be equally great
.?r
Cooperative Operate?
alongside Polsgrove's Service Station.
coopera- 5Sa caps. (33 cents each. $325: 500
These facts and figures explain ,LIseltetin: cooperate:ie.: oper- pelves of operating the
Printing machinery is precision built. The dust storm
iyhy the success of ERP. a strone ate, in many different 1.9-ys; all - tive, they are returned to each field :rockets, S5 each.a$2,500: 1,etu_the, use he s-553,--mackenaws, S2U- •each, S31.
eeciprocal trade- - program. - are, designed to enhance the incorne farmer_ _according
that rages Ihrongh 'our offiee On Windy days is (thing not
improved world relations are net of the farntees who sell farm com- ono& of the cooperative. These ! 900; 1 000 eotton shirts, $3.5i,
I play be in cash. or in some evi- I each $3.500: 1.246 pan; of shoes.
one thing for the efficiency of our operation.
iust theoretical issues .7.5
mbdities through them. Some act elence of increased ownership in 186 each, $7.476: 96 black ties 25
'.armers are concerned.
If all the farmers in the county don't impress you,
of
ageneies
only as be •gaining
Hie cooperative, as determined cents coele $242 Tot,' S-}1.228
the members, without owning or 11.)V the farmers deeded to set's, Mr. Withers, nor do all the truck drivel's and tourists who
of
(manv
facilities
seeeeatind anv
on the hoard of directors.
pass this way, it might interest you to know thatethe little
the milk coeperatives,are of this
ieaerrface job press jn our office is getting darned tired of
edmmission
as
act
Some
t -pe).
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
agents. Others own and operate
having its face grimy with dirt.
"Chi istian Science" is the sul,
procasing
facilities.
earious
jeet of the Lesson-Sermon which
Anil it says to tell you it hopes you are not the same!
plants, gelding machinery, stor- will be read in all Christi:so
WE MAKE
Now Mr. Withers. we kno wgood and well that this
asmay
and
sge wareh,ouses. etc.,
Scienee churches throughout tie,
parYOUR
a
handling
of
sume tne job
projest is scheduled for early attention. For all vse know
world on Sunday, June 27, 194s.
,icula: farm ccmmodity through
The Golden Text is: "0 hous,
OLD RADIO
your men are on their way right now. Personally or
several of the steps involved in I of Jecob. .eome ye, and let u,
SING
editorially we have no 'thought in our mind to take credit
To
consumer.
the
for
preparing it
' walk irt the fight of the Lord."
Not long ago I said in this col- varying degrees this is true of
LIKE NEW
(Isa. 2:5).
for getting it fixed. We don't ,want any credit and believe
umn that I hadn't gone head ov- the local fruit and vegetable cothe
Among
citations
which
eiher.
dust
that
tis, we don't want
er heels for Ladino clover as an eperatives, and tobacco associacomprise the Lesson-Sermon is'
all-purpose pasture and a soii tions. and others. It is especially
builder. I'm not doing so now.; true of the large citrus and nut
but today's report should inter- , cooperatives on the West Coast,
-Chronic- ,flununer
est farmers all over the state.
Almost always the cooperative
Roscoe Stitt, head of a co- ects as the sales agent of the
If
your radio continually inoperative livestock
marketing nroducer. The cooperative may
errupts your favorite proconcern in Evansville, has 450, be the direct sales agent of the
grams by humming or squealacres of Ladino, 405 acres of it producers or may be the agent
THE WASHINGTON NEWS
& FAR/A ANGLES IN
TOWN
(.._
with orchard grass, 45 acres with of other cooperatives which are
....-- -.
ng phone 401, Without ex31 fescue. It is the lushest large the direct agents of the members
ira charge, we'll send a relayout
saw.
pasture
ever
I
partoaire man. posthaste. Our man
A common type of marketing
Ira Malt:MOM PAWS Sawa
icularly the Ladino and orchard operation is the pooling of the
will' make necessary repairs
Final Act
grass mixture.
proceeds of all sales, and then
suickly.
Dawson
Springs
Say what you will about this Ind.), House majority whip A; In the same neighborhood I saw distribution of these proceeds by
melo- rends (R., Ill.) Senate
season's
congressional
the same kind of land that Mr. progressive payments until all reBath House PolicY
ob- Committee Chairman Taft (R.. Stitt had at the beginning. Most turns less the coats of operating
drama-many Washington
servers hink most of it was pret- O.) and Senator Aiken (R., Vt) of it was yellow clay. Thickets the cooperative, have been disMineral Water Baths for Matinisionics 1111/0S. IIIIEVISBY CO.
laria,' Rheumatism, Neuritis,
ty dull-there was plenty of sus- to urge action on the permanent grew on the better spots, the tributed. In this type of opera111.a
ST. LOUI S 4, MO.
Arthritis.
rest of the ground produced noth- tion each patron usually is paid
pense in the last act. Up to the
blueprint contained in the Aiken
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.
Distributed by
ing but scattered scrub bushes an "advance" price when he definal curtain, farm circles were Bill.
All House members were inkept guessing as to the exact
a few dewberry vines.
livers the commodity to the coformed-by letter that AFBF sup- and
LOVELACE
JIM
Dawson Springs, Ky.
fate of vital legislation affecting ports
Mr. Stitt .cleared the thicketS, operative. When the marketing,
ajong-term program.
filled the gullies, then applied furstion has been completed each
price supports long-range pro- Draft ..
Distributing Co.
Poplar. and Munn Sts.
;
lime and fertilizer abundantly grower gets his probortional
gram, CCC charter; oppropriaRoutes 62, 109
1000 Madison Street
Here is how farmers will be The chemicals were eather costPhone 3041 for reservations
, tions and other matters.
share of thie net proceeds.
Paducah. Ky.
affected by draft legislation
if ly, but our farmer knew the inThe ,marketing
cooperative
At this date of writing, June
passed in present form: a specif- vestment-would pay off. He sow14, Congress is making a break- ic
provision will be included in ed one podnd of Ladino seed to
ne.:k effort to reach its adjournment goal of June 19. Speed of the act. stipulating that men em- the acre, with the grasses. In two
congressional action can be gag- ployed in agriculture and certain years, after one year of reseeded by the fact that the House other industries may be exempt- ing. the Ladino was so thick you
passed 136 bills. and blocked 50, ed. if this is in the national in- would have to claw it with your
'PE_,
.rformance Proved"
in the short space of three how s terest. In deciding the latter point fingers to get down to the soil.
WATER SOFTENERS
the other day. This final June officials will take into account The soil treatment had about the
week will undoubtedly. be re- 'he number of farm boys who same effect upon the orchard
WATER SYSTEMS
.membered as one of the most voluntarily enlist, then compere grass. The grass was almost uo
WELL DRILLING
hectic and momentous legisla- this total with (1) the propor- to my shoulders and I'm six feet ,
tion of men enlisting from other one. Every Kentucky farmer in.. WELL REPAIRING
tive pe.riods in farm history.
to
tending
sow
Ladino should
occupations, and (2) farmers'
Aiken Bill
consult his county agent, of
You can be pretty sure that a labor needs. Whenever the num- course.
long-range program will be re. ber of voluntary farm enlistStitt who raises or fattens out
1199-ft
Fulton Hiway
introduced next session, if it fails ments reaches a sufficient level sheep
'exclusively, likes orchard
Union City, Trim.
of passage in this one. Advocates the President will issue draft grass much better
than
for
fescue
'
of the Aiken Bill fear that con- board regulations ordering degrsional interest in such a pro- fermen of rarm youth. It §eems
gram may not quickly revive af- right now as if the draft will
sr the election; nevertheless, ,rrclude men from' 19 to 25. Of-1
the ficials expect that most of the
ae y intend to carry on
REGULAR PRICES --- REGULAR GUARANTEES
;
required manpower
will
be
Carr and Third Streets
Fulton,
Kentucky
passed
House
furnished through voluntary en,ast week, the
R. 6248. the Hope Bill to ex- listment. They hope that only a-;
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
1950.
30,
June
bout 250,000 men will have to be!
until
nd supports
colweek's
last
see
drafted
during
the
draft's first I
or details
PHONE 7
umn). Just before this action. term.
PAUL HORNBEAK
at-WALTER VOELPEL
last-minute
ECA
CUT
a
AFBF made
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
tempt to effect passage of a longFarm support of the European
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
range program this -session,RecOvei y Ph-0gram -Wa5 reaffirmMRS. J. C. YATES
President Allan Kline arse ed last week, when AFBF proLady Assistant
Roger Fleming, chief of the tested the 26 per cent reduction
witb in funds voted by the House. 'At
met
Contract Funeral Home
Washington office,
for
House Agriculhire Committee a letter to all members of the
324 Walnut St.
Phone 907
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
Chairman Hope (R. Kan.) House Senate Finance Committee, Presmajority floor leader Halleck (R. ident Allan Kline declared. "To fr

BETTER GET MORE
OLIVE DRAB DYE,
GENERAL MURRAY
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Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Roberts
and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell
were at the singing at Good
Springs Sunday night.
Mr. and Mr.s. Neal. Bushart
and children and Mr. and Mrs
Edd Mount wese out for the
Sunday night services at
the
Baptist
church. Bro.
Willis
preached a nice message.
A dinner was given in hono.
of Neal Bushart on his birthday.
June 18, and for Fathes's Day
Sunday at the horne of Mr. and
Mts. Burnice Glisson Mr. and
Mrs. &id Mount. Mr. and Mrs.
Calven IV( bh, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Roberts,. Mr. and Mrs. Verde!!
Glisson anti girls, Mrs. Came
drow Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart, and Ward, Mr. and
Mrs. Elton Glisson, Bobby, Shirley, Janie and Jimmie.Mr . and
Mrs. Neal Bushart. All enjoyed
a nice dinner and Neal received
several nice gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Travis
and June visited •IVir. and Mrs.
Verdell Glisson late Sunday alternoon.
Mr.- and Mrs. Calviii-Webli
were shopping in Mayfield Saturday.
.11.1r. and Mrs. Lloyd Robert,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Chesttr
en of near Sedilia Saturday. Thy.
carried PeggY Joyce home aft,
bite had spent the past wt,
with them.
Mrs. Essie Smith (pf Hickory,
Ky. is visaing her mother_ and
father, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Glisson
for a few days.

CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. lim Neely
Everyone is rejoicing over the
good rain. The farmers are busy
replanting tobaeso and potatoes.
Congratu/ations to Mr. and 4.
Mrs. Billy Harper Gn the arrival +
of a 7 pound boy born last Sunday. He will answer to the name .11..
of Barry Glynn. Mrs. Mame, •
WEIS formerly Miss Edna Glynn
Jones.
Mrs. Bettie Spence is visitins t.
her sister Mrs. Lela Webb 0: s
Dukedom.
;
Kelly Wood who has Seen a 4.
shut-in for some time is unint
proved.
Julius Vaughn has been very .
sick but is slowly, improving
We wish again to thank our'
friends who made it possible for;
Mary Sue and Linda Lue Neelsn
to win 4th prize in the Fulton:
County News' baby contest. It is
greatly appreciated.
A large crowd attended thei
singing at Ruthville Sunday.!
The Friendly Five from Union
City were there.

ROCK SPRINGS
Nirs John McClanahan spent
Thursday morning with Mrs. Ella Vt3tch.
Joyce Hardison spent Thurs.'
day night with Barbara Ann Tur
ner.
Miss Rr.thel Hardison spent ;
4
Wednesday afternoon with N1r-: 6
Ella Veatch..
Mrs. Elmcne Copelen and gi: '
spent Thursday with Mr. an
Mrs. Arvel Green.
Mrs. Tom Bellew spent SIM
day with Mr. and Mrs. Press••
Moore and family,
Mrs. Lou Moore is visiting lus
daughter Mrs. Ttha Elliott.

ieck
I•
•r

r

OW CO.
/ •""

• CE
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PILOT OAK

Marian Blackstone, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Blackstone visited Miss Martha
Fay Williams in Grenada, Miss.
and her grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Blackstone in Water
Valley, Miss . last _week.

What A Blessing
To Hear Again...

fULTON aCTRICifLIIINITIIK CO. 9100
3'9-525

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
1. Nature Boy
3. Woody Woodpecker
2. You Can't be truer 7. Now is the Hour
3. My Happiness
3. The Dickey Bird
Song.
4. Little White Lies
9.
Baby Face
5. Toolie Oolie Doolie
(The Yodel Polka)
10. Tell Me A Story

Sale of
ewares

ACCESSORIES,FOB YOUR RECO
RD-PLAYER

Record P.acks, Extra Albums,
Needles, Metal Storage
Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold
100 records). LISTEN TO
OUR
PROGRAM EASH DAY 6:30 to 7:
P. M. Over WNGO for the
latest
records.

...and our warehouse is bustin at the
sides with values!
- for instance
AN ELEGANT 42-PIECE SET OF

KING EDWARD SILVERPLATE

with pure silver on 18 percent nicke
l blanks. The frequently used pieces are extra plated
with a sectional overlay at
the points of greatest wear to insure
lasting service and beauty. Knife and blades are of stainless
steel and will not tarnish.
rust or corrode. Any piece of the silver
will be replaced at any
time if it does not promote enduring
satisfaction in ordinary
home use. These features are guara
nteed with certificate
from the National SiLver Company.

Metal Smoke Stands

32-Piece Dish Set

Hancly for the porch or around

Your choice of either the
gold-

the house. Our sale price:

$2.95

$40.0o
iperi
REG. 10c HEAVY GLASS

Super epe

si„I bd.. sz.3"N

SUPER SUDS
PROTECT THE BEAU'TY
OF YOUR HOME WITH

5c •

tame mend me without rag
et OAllgallon. tk. 1
I. k El booklet ot I....matins
lock. •hoot I
, DILAFN Eris AN L) HOE.
100VEIRCOME IT :
1
i
1 Agar*.......-..-..•.•••••••••••....................... I
I A ri***0
I
I
I 1
TM*

Glass,

Beautifuliy

9c

REG: $4.95, upholstered top

HEAVY CLTT GLASS

VANITY

TOASTEFtS

Just the thing for this hot
weather ahead!

$1.25

WALNUT or 51AHOGANY

SANDWICHE

PITCHER AND 6
WATER GLASSES

BENCHES

$6.95 to $11.95

$1.59

Regularly sold

at

$6.95;

sale

Special $3.95

$5.95

STAY C-0-04
1
DURING THE NIGHT I
--GET A NEW

SECO
WINDOW
FAN
Lain/y installed in the bottom half
of
sour bedroom is indow! Four heavy
18-inch blades set in a 24-inah metal.
frame with enameled protective grille.
Two-speed motor. Fan can be remove
d
and replaced easily.
COMPLETE $64.95

HEAVY REINFORCED
WOOD

AISING

PORCH OR
STAIRWAY GATES
Keep the kiddies

the

on

To BEAT WARM KAMER/

porch and away from the
itairs!

$2.50

ELECTRIC FANS FOR EVERY PURSE & PURPOSE

Ductolt

WON'T STAIN

wotri

ONE-UNIT HEARING AID

rt

RELISH DISHES

59c

REG. $6.50 TWO-TONE

Beitone Nearing service
Box 72T; Paducah, Ky. •

EGG BOWLS

FLAT 2-CAPACITY

99c

QUALITY WINDOW SCREENING

PICKLE AND

Finished. SPECIAL!

AT NO EXTRA COST

yam EVERY WASHER SOLD!

REG. 19c DIVIDED TOP

SALAD AND

Heavy

CREAMERS AND
SUGAR BOWLS

Service for four . . . 20 pieces!

price of set:

$9.95

FIE.GIJLA_R 79c

Chemically Treated Chest -,- FREE

Colorful Fiestaware

band trim or the popular
floral
lesign.

AMAZINGLY LOW PRICED AT

SEEDSP
NEVER

O. A. ROLAND
sox 727, PADUCAH, HY.
SENO NOW FtiR FREE.BC3K ON EARING

D
*C
O
RrOf#11?
-

vlosil 54's

Forget old-style hearing aids. The OneUnit Beltone banishes all their familiar
discomforts. No more big. bulky, separate battery packs
dangling battery wires. No painful harsh noises,
hollow undertones, "static". Learn to.
day how much better, more clearly,
happily, you can now teal& heart

THE LATEST PHONOGR PH

WALNUT ST ••• Sitif..at
orelaole. e
4iP.••• FULTON,K Y •••

reel

- WITH THE
NEW TYPE

Page 7

8-inch DOMINION, I speed, non:
oscillating; 4 aluminum blades
YO-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillat
ing
12-inch POLAR CLTB; 1 speed,
oscillating; 4 aluminum blades
10-inch GENERAL ELECTRIC; 1
speed, Gscillating
10-inch SAMSON RUBBER BLADE
D Safety Fan; 1 speed, oscillating
i2-inch SPARTON; 2 speeds, oscillat
ing
12-inch ARCTIC-AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillat
ing

LEATHERETTE
HASSOCKS
Special $4.95

Etko -to fRoltE

SAMSON
AUTOMATIC POP-UP

NEVER NEEDS
PAINTING

TOASTEFtS
$21.95

JONNSON'S WAX k
..........

Posh, IL
Sew.
Gives rich wax lustre, proses
410...
0.°going wept, simplifies cleaning. 590
...Polishes quickly and •asiiy.
Clireno.
-

il••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••41.0.1011141•••••••••••41011

-lomors ..
.••

!WNW..
.......
.sek
.016

Pt

Y-

ARCTIC AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating
,
16-inch EMERSON; 3 speeds, oscillating
GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS
72-ibch EMERSON; 2 speeds, oscillating,
GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS..._
10-inch EMERSON; 1.speed, oscillating,
GUARAN'TEED FIVE YEARS
_
PALM-BREEZE FLOOR FANS; 1 speed,
lots of air

'$$$$:
2
111 727111959;5
5
)
$21.95
$33.5

16-inch

••••itcrenompetetraw,

59,_--

worix-p•IN11••-lurniterrk

$5.95

1

woodwork

$45.01
$42.50
s$4299..9505
$24.75

MODERNAIRE adjustable position variable
speed fan; 18-inch blades chrome
tubular stand
.
$59.95
•
16-inch WINDOW FANS for kitchen, bedroo
m or sitting room (motor, blades anci
_ _
.
__
circular frame only)
$29.95

1
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Ins 80th birthday ...was cele
Fulton teammates, Tom.
AUSTIN SPRINGS 'ey,
brated in a quite way with the
!my Ruck and Hal Seawright. He's
Mrs. Carey Frields
Lisual birthday cake baked by his
!seen a number of the focnier
Mrs. Clifton Cherry remains a- daughter, Mrs. La Verne Win; Fulton players while down there
; —Schultz, Brucella, Propst and bout the same as was last re- dor. Mr. Ainley is very active aported.
bout his home and does quite a
Dusty Rhodes.
A vacation Bible School is in bit of farm work and shop work
; With Engel back in the lineup,
Salem
at
Baptist He is an expert carpenter.
Fulton has a good corps of hurl- progres4
By A. J. DAMRON
church this week undec the leadIle owns a mule that had his
, After the walk-awav over Hop- ership of Rev. Jack McClain and 40th birthday on same day as Mr.
l chosen teachers. Many pupils ate
Fuiton
when
last-weekend.
Ainley whi.ch was a few weeks
SENATORS WILL HOLD 1-DAY t°suil
took the first series from the ; attending regularly.
• season,! Mt. and Mrs. Covene Hastings ago. This animal also eats cake
Hoppers they've lost this
too and is a valued pet around
it was quite disappointing to lose] and daughter, Carolyn will ar- the place.
Madisonville- rive this week end from Detroit
three straight at
•
Miss Delia Vincent is very
The --Railroaders have an -'•up fop. a visit with their daughter,
Jack Rosiiter of Springfield-,---Mrs. Doyle Frields and Mr. poorly and remains in bed most
;
When
seems.
it
team
down"
and
the
for
scout
arndwestern
ni.
of the time.
they're good, they've really g3t Frields..
the
Wa'shington Senators of
ROM Tfit
Mrs. George Cunningham Is
it, but every so often they have ; J. Vincent is reported very lcm7
announced
Rtneriean League
one of "those" nights and when this week and isn't taking his doing nicely since being removee
'that the Major League club will
past
they do ... it's bad.
needed nourishment- as well. from Haws Clinic the
hold a Uvo day tryout ramp at
week.
It was a sight for the fans to Relatives are at his bedside.
Fulton-ern June 29th and June
against!
see Intindola in action
Nloore
Ity
David Lassiter is doing nicely
311th,
the Hoppers. He not only pitched since undergoing a minor operaAl7 players in the middlewest
job
fine
a
did
a good game, he
tion two weeks ago at ilaws
Miss Janet Homra has return.
ere invited to attend the sessions
of slugging that ball. The bleach- I Hospital and is able' to attend ed to her hotne in Tiptonville.
which will be held at the Kitty
baseball
Fulton's
for
cure
The
,
that
when
sigh
a
out
let
ers all
Bible school this week at Salem. Tenn., after a weeks visit with
League park with the operimg
m_ ills may be found in the return slugging
am
Tamulis went in the
Over at the home of Jess Ain- Miss Barbara Hamra..
Railretaders ace pitcher game to pinch hit, for everythe
of
on the 29th.,
Engel, the body remembered his previous
last
from
Ed
year,
be
will
attending
Each player
big righthander, who won 15 batting exhibitions here at Fairgiven an opportunity to show
games• for the locals while los- field.
But Intindola without
his ability by playing in a full
ing nine. Engel has been playing blinking an eye pitr.thed to him,
game. All youths from 16 to 22
team
Greenville
C
Class
the
with
and the Hopper manager barely
years of age, except those still
in the Cotton States League this managed to get a slow roller to
eligible for American Junior
lost
and
3
won
he
where
season
first base for an easy out.
League play, may participate.
baseball heads
The Railroaders return tonight
must bring their own 4. The Fulton
Players
trail since
his
on
hot
been
have
to Fairfield, so let's all be on
uniforms, shoes and gloves.
his return to Fulton and finally hand to see the game. Let 'ern
•
whr. an agreement was reached early
Roositer, veteran scout
FOR YOUR HEALTH
alas sent approximately 150 young this week and Fulton fans are know you're behind them!
players to professional baseball, anxious to see him in action a'.
AND RELAXATION
will be the supervisor of the Fairfield, for they well rememSOFTBALL STANDINGS
AT THE
rarnp. He stated that players who ber all the good games 'ne won
W L Pct.
con- for them last season. The base- Team:
ITC signed to professional
7 1 .875
Huddleston
tracts will have their expeoses ball president. K. P. Dalton and
6 1 .857
VFW
mermbursed.
Engel went to Hoptown Tuesday Methodists
3 2 .600
inPlayers desiring furthet
to join the Burns boys.
3 4 .428
Baptists
cmation 2an write to: Jack
over
well
stands
who
Engel,
3 5 .375
'ter 214 1-2 South Sixth six feet, is almost like a home- Amer. Legion
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105th NATIONAL GUARD SQUADRON
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Such a convenient size! So handy you can tuck It
almost anywhere! And it freezes and stores about
150 pounds of food. You can stock up on a delicious variety of easy-to-serve frozen foods and keep
your time free for fun and relaxation! Ste this food.
saver, work-saver today!

BIG, ROOMY 11.1 CUSIC-FOOT CAPACITY
Let this modern storehouse make living simpiet•and more pleasand
You save shopping and kitchen time because this enormously
roomy freezer stores about 385 pounds of food. It enables you to
make meals months in advance, to store them safely and thus save
time on busy days! Stow away simply everything in it—and preServe flavor, freshness, vitamins and goodness safely ... and surely!
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* TIGHT...WAD
Mid a host of other features

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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